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Integrated Fingerprint Reader — 
Advanced fingerprint authentication

Embedded Seccurity Subsystem 2.01

with Client Password Manager — 
Strongest security as a standard feature

Intel® Centrino™ Mobile Technology
Intel® Pentium® M Processor 745 (1.80GHz)2

Intel® PRO/Wireless Network Connection
802.11b3

Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional4

15" XGA TFT Display (1024x768)
32MB ATI Mobility RADEON 7500 graphics
512MB DDR SDRAM
40GB hard drive5

Ultrabay™ Slim CD-RW/DVD-ROM combo
UltraConnect™ Antenna for increased 
signal strength
Integrated Gigabit Ethernet
3-yr system/1-yr battery limited warranty6

$1799*
#2379R8U

IBM ThinkPad T42
Ultimate Value
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Availability: All offers subject to availability. IBM reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time without notice. IBM is not responsible for photographic or typographic errors. *Pricing: does not include tax or shipping and is subject
to change without notice. Reseller prices may vary. Warranty: For a copy of applicable product warranties, write to: Warranty Information, P.O. Box 12195, RTP, NC 27709, Attn: Dept. JDJA/B203. IBM makes no representation or warranty regarding third-party
products or services. Footnotes: (1) Embedded Security Subsystem: Requires download of security software from IBM. (2) Mobile Processors: Power management reduces processor speed when in battery mode. (3) Wireless: 11a, 11b and 11g
wireless are based on IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g, respectively. An adapter with 11a/b or 11a/b/g can communicate on either or any of these listed formats respectively; the actual connection will be based on the access point to which it connects.
(4) Included software: May differ from its retail version (if available) and may not include user manuals or all program functionality. License agreements may apply. (5) Hard drive: GB = billion bytes. Accessible capacity is less; up to 40GB is service
partition. (6) Limited warranty: Support unrelated to a warranty issue may be subject to additional charges. Trademarks: The following are trademarks of IBM Corporation: IBM, the IBM logo, ThinkPad, Ultrabay and UltraNav. Microsoft and
Windows are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Intel, Intel Inside, the Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, the Intel Centrino logo and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in
the United States and other countries. Other company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. © 2005 IBM Corp. All rights reserved.
Visit ibm.com/pc/safecomputing periodically for the latest information on safe and effective computing.

The most secure wireless.

Only on a ThinkPad

You’re looking at the world’s most secure wireless PC.
Now you can have security at your fingertips. Literally.That’s because these IBM ThinkPad notebooks

feature Intel® Centrino™ Mobile Technology, so you can access your work wirelessly anytime. And with

our biometric Integrated Fingerprint Reader, access is easier than ever. Instead of entering tons of

passwords, it all happens with just one swipe of your finger and one password. These innovations,

combined with our security chip and software, provide a level of security that no one else 

offers as a standard feature. Giving you the most secure wireless PC available. Hands down.

And the easiest way to unlock it.

Integrated Fingerprint Reader
Our newest innovation replaces 
passwords with something 
you’re not likely to forget. 
Your finger.
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Quick, name a copier that produces 45 laser-quality b&w copies per
minute, offers network printing at the same speed, color scanning,
faxing, digital sending, a full compliment of finishing options, and
costs less than $2700?

Need a hint?

It’s the HP LaserJet 4345MFP, the first multi-function copier/printer
that doesn’t ask you to give up the performance of your standalone
copiers and printers to get the convenience of an all-in-one machine.

Be afraid, copiers. Be very afraid.

©2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved. PC Connection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. 
or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.HP LASERJET 4345MFP

STARTING AT $2599

YOUR DAYS ARE

NUMBERED.

Shown with 
optional accessories.



N TODAY’S ever-changing, ever-
complex world of IT, it’s tough
to stay on top of the constant

stream of day-to-day housekeeping tasks
associated with keeping systems running
flawlessly around the clock. But if
technology is your responsibility on top 
of whatever else is on your plate, the daily
grind of maintenance and upkeep chores
can be overwhelming.

One of the biggest burdens for small-
and mid-sized businesses is running 
and managing their help desks. Who’s
available to help Mary in accounting
whose spreadsheet has locked up or 
Fred in service who’s trying to handle 
a customer complaint and is locked out 
of the system? In most small companies,
these ongoing emergencies are handled by
someone who’s considered the resident
computer guru. The problem is, every 
time the so-called guru is called in to help,
they’re pulled away from something else.
This kind of “hey Joe” support is costing
businesses a boatload in lost productivity.

The help desk isn’t the only support
area that’s eating up valuable company
time and resources. Keeping up with the
constant, near daily, string of patches for
operating system software and other
applications to keep networks safe and
systems current is another drain.

Luckily, there is help on the horizon.
Software vendors and technology partners
are coming to the rescue with new
products and services that can take some
of this day-to-day maintenance burden 
off of an already tapped-out workforce.
We at PC Connection, for example,
are making services a priority with 
our ServiceConnection subsidiary.
ServiceConnection provides a full range 
of IT services designed specifically for the
needs of small business, including 24x7
help-desk support, patch management,
anti-virus management, spam filtering,
and configuration services. By outsourcing
operations activities, small businesses can
better manage their daily technology
needs, while achieving more predictability
in their total cost of ownership.

So dig into this issue of Connect.
We’ll walk you through what’s involved 
in some of the daily maintenance tasks,
from manning the help desk to
coordinating optimal patch management.
For those who feel outsourcing is a 
better route, we’ll guide you through the
issues and tell you how to match up with 
a technology partner.

Happy reading.

I
Outsourcing IT maintenance can be less taxing on your business.

FROM THE TOP BOB WILKINS

“By outsourcing
operations activities,
small businesses can
better manage their
daily technology
needs.”
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FEATURES

Who Ya 
Gonna Call? 28
The right tech support is hard to find—not to mention expensive. Here’s a
guide for sorting through the choices. PLUS:Voices PC Connection’s
Keith Lanzilotti translates SMBs help-desk call.

Just the Right Size 36
Looking for an IT partner? Follow a regimen of references,
research, and reality checks to guide your choice.

Rough Patch40
Keeping software updated and free of 
holes is a colossal pain—but not half as 
painful as blowing it off.

Is the Paperless 
Office a Pipe Dream? 46
With the proper vision and planning, it’s possible to move 
to a mostly digital office.

28
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“You can turn the oven on for dinner
and check the front door camera to see
if the dry cleaning got dropped off, all
from your computer at work.” PAGE 18

DEPARTMENTS

From the Top 3
Threads 9
Spam continues to hound e-mail users,
despite legislation. ... Hackers have their 
eye on your cell phone. ... New salvo in the
browser wars. PLUS: Fun Threads The
latest gadgets for gearheads. ... Tuning in to
Podcasts. ... Made-for-mobile programming.

Digital Living 18
Home Smart Home Extreme
home networks are now within reach 
of do-it-yourselfers.

Customer Profile 22
Peer to Peer Wurld Media leans on
community to give its new music-sharing
service impact.

Customer Profile 24
Rocky Road Cubist hit a rough patch with
tablet PCs. Asset disposal services let them
stake out new turf.

Snapshot 64
On-Demand Computing Fill up with
technology horsepower and pay as you go.

22
Cover: Illustration by Mirko Ilic.

TOP LEFT: MIRKO ILIC; LEFT: SEAN KELLY; ABOVE: JOHN DOLAN
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LIGHTER, MORE MOBILE, MORE PRODUCTIVE

HAVE DRIVE. WILL TRAVEL.

Meet the lightest family of convertibles with integrated optical drives. The Fujitsu LifeBook T4000 Tablet PC
makes bulky external drives a thing of the past. Enjoy easy access to CDs, watch DVD movies on the go,
and still get the natural pen-based interface and light weight you look for in a tablet.

LIFEBOOK T4000 SERIES CONVERTIBLE TABLET PC
• New modular bay supports internal optical drives 

or a second battery for the longest of workdays

• Viewing angles greater than 160º

• Wireless LAN with on/off button (Select models)

• TPM security support

STARTING AT ONLY $1899 #5385966
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Between now and 2015, the United
States will suffer one or even more
devastating attacks on its networked
infrastructure—either the power grid
or the information network we
commonly know and love as the Web.

At least that’s the prediction from
the majority of the nearly 1,200
technology leaders, scholars, industry
officials, and analysts who responded
to a recent survey from the Pew
Internet & American Life Project.

The reason given for why any 
such attack would be “devastating”
rather than merely inconvenient? The
Internet will continue to become more
deeply integrated in our physical
environments, the experts predict,
making any widespread Net outage
ever more critical.

Infrastructure
Armageddon?

PREDICTIONS

LINUX—THE NEXT BIG
THING? Move over Windows.
According to a recent study by
market researcher International Data
Corp., 28% of all servers will run on
the Linux operating system by 2008.
The share of PCs operating on Linux
is expected to increase to 7%, almost
double the 2004 number.
SOURCE: Study funded by the Open Source Development Labs.

-MAIL SECURITY
companies say
Americans continue 

to get hounded by illegal spam.
According to one such vendor,

MX Logic, more than three
quarters of all e-mails sent in 
2004 were spam, and of those,
97% violated CAN-SPAM rules.
Researchers at Sophos, another
player in this market, found the
U.S. produced 42% of the world’s
spam last year—more than three
times as much as South Korea,
the next country in line.

Vendors of anti-spam services
aren’t the only ones sounding
the alarm. “In the United States,
business e-mail users receive an
average of 200 spam messages
per week—that’s more than one
TRILLION spam messages per
year,” notes Richi Jennings, lead

analyst of spam and boundary
services at San Francisco–based
Ferris Research Inc. “That will
cost U.S. businesses more than
$20 billion in 2005.”

There is room for hope that
we’ll eventually get out from
under this mountain of cyber
junk mail: Research shows that
7% of unsolicited commercial 
e-mails sent in December
complied with CAN-SPAM—the
highest percentage for 2004, up
from a low of 0.54% in July.

So hold on to your champagne
flutes—maybe there’ll be cause
for toasting on the next 
CAN-SPAM anniversary.

E

On the first anniversary of the CAN-SPAM Act, e-mail
users had little reason to celebrate.

Hard to Can Spam
E-MAIL



Sony recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP.

I think, therefore I am. Power. Poise. Poetry in motion.

The new VAIO® S-Series wireless notebook powered by Intel® Centrino™ Mobile Technology. 
A breathtaking balance of performance and mobility.
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Intel, Intel Inside, the Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, the Intel Centrino logo, are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. 
©2005 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony, VAIO, XBRITE and LIKE NO OTHER are trademarks of Sony. 

Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Browser Wars:
Back for More 
Could it be? Some eight
years after Internet
Explorer bullied and
buried Netscape to
become the de facto
default Web browser, a
fiery upstart is fanning
the flames once again.

Firefox 1.0, a free Web
browser from Mozilla
(a not-for-profit
organization that
champions open-
source software
development) is
winning raves—and
considerable buzz—from
online cognoscenti. They
like Mozilla’s tabbed
interface, which lets you
view more than one site
in a single window; its
built-in pop-up blocker;
its multiple new search
options; its souped-up
security features; and 
its support for “live”
bookmarks via the RSS
links that have been
popularized by bloggers
and handhelds.

While those bennies
might be great for
individual users, IT
departments should
move more slowly,
pundits caution, until 
it becomes clear how
Firefox’s security-
conscious decision not
to support ActiveX will
affect browsing in the
corporate world.

For more info on the
browser upstart, go to
www.getfirefox.com.

THREADS

PAYING TO PLAY More than one-fifth of people who shop
online say they’ve purchased Web-based content, according
to Forrester Research Inc., and more than two-thirds say they
watch videos or listen to audio over the Internet. Consumers
say they’re willing to pay for music and movies; not so much
for streaming media like travel videos or weather broadcasts.

Online chat is shaping up to be one of those good ideas that hasn’t—
quite yet, anyway—paid off for corporate America. Average online
consumers don’t use chat much, and after factoring in its high
implementation and operational costs, businesses have to be asking
themselves if online chat is worth the bother.

Well, yes, says Forrester Research Inc. Analyst Brad Strothkamp,
provided it’s done right. People who do use online chat are often a
firm’s most valuable customers, Strothkamp has found. With that in
mind, companies can ensure chat is put to its best use—for high-value
interactions—by deploying invite-to-chat solutions that target the
wants and needs of these highest-end customers.

More Chat for Less Chit

CRM

AMOUS HOTEL heiresses
aren’t the only ones who
should be worried about

cell phone security. You might want
to choose a landline—or at least
double-check that your mobile
phone is truly secure.

The newest generation of mobile
phones could include a loophole in
their operating systems that allows
hackers to potentially scroll through
address books remotely or even
listen in on conversations.

The Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)
software, which is supplied with
some smart phones and PDAs sold
by Sun Microsystems, Nokia, Sony
Ericsson, and Motorola, includes
security flaws that could make
those devices vulnerable to hackers,
according to organizers of a recent

international
computer-security
conference.

While experts said the
risk of intrusion is minimal—
malicious programs must be tailored
to a specific model of cell phone—
you should contact the manufacturer
if you own a J2ME device to check for
patches and updates. That way you’ll
ensure that the next time you tap
“ILU TTYL” into your smart phone,
your SO will be the only one who
gets the message.

F

Hack Attack
SECURITY

Cell phone loophole opens
door to vulnerabilities.





■ High-definition
televisions by the
boatload. TV screen
technology is still very
much up for grabs—
plasma? LCD? DLP?
Rear-projection?—
but prices for high-
definition big-screen
displays will finally
start to fall below the
$1,000 mark this year.
If that’s simply too
modest for you, how
about LG’s 71-inch
plasma set, which 
sells for $75,000? 
■ High-definition
camcorders, like one
shown by Sony, and
high-definition DVDs
that, once dueling
standards (Blu-Ray vs.
HD DVD) have been
reconciled, will bring
super-sharp images
and top-quality sound
to movie releases and
home video alike.
■ The Sony PSP—for
Portable PlayStation—
(above right) designed
to give Nintendo’s
GameBoy a run for its
money by letting

gamers play audio and
video files or use it as
an organizer in addition
to blasting the heck out
of asteroid force fields.
■ Smarter digital
cameras at ever more
affordable prices,
including Kodak’s 4.0
MP EasyShare (above),
with a rotating 3-inch
LCD touch-screen
display and the 
ability to instantly 
send pictures via 
WiFi to your nearest 
and dearest.
■ Memory cards that
are big on space and
convenience, but small
in size. SanDisk’s
SD/USB, for example,
can store hundreds of
images or MP3s and
plugs right into any
USB—no memory-card
reader needed.
■ Wireless media
receivers, like those
demonstrated by RCA

and Hewlett-Packard,
that will plug into a
television or stereo 
and let you play digital
music and view digital
photos and videos
stored on your PC
without having to 
wire a connection.
■ Videophones that
really work, like the
Motorola OJO (right),
which lets you make a
visual phone call over
an ordinary high-speed
Internet connection.
The unit will
cost about
$700—but, of
course, you’ll need two
to make the video 
part work.
■ Finally, a new trend:
“exergaming”—that’s
exercise/video
gaming, as evidenced
by products like
Powergrid Fitness Inc.’s
Kilowatt SPORT,
which resembles a 
TV-enabled Nordic
Track, or Electric-Spin
Corp.’s Golf LaunchPad,
for a digital tee off 
at home.

Gearhead’s Delight
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Wanna Know How
Stuff Works? Want to
have your body frozen
and revived at some
happier time in the
future but not sure how
to go about it? Find out
how cryonics and lots 
of other things work at
www.howstuffworks.com,
a site that offers easy-
to-understand
explanations on
subjects relating to
science, technology,
cars, health, home
improvement, finances,
travel, and more.

Whether you want to
learn about the World
Health Organization,
fingerprint scanners,
or wireless pet fences,
howstuffworks.com 
can get you started.

Another time saver 
is www.answers.com,
which provides
snapshot answers on
about 1 million-plus
topics. This site will
search over 100
licensed and free
resources, such as
encyclopedias,
dictionaries, and
atlases, for the best
information available 
on your subject.

So the next time
you’re feeling clueless,
get clued-in with 
just a few clicks of 
your mouse.

ELECTRONICS

FUNTHREADS

JAVA JUNKIES Java downloads are projected to
generate over $4.8 billion in mobile revenue by 2009,
according to data from Juniper Research, a market-
research firm, and mobile games will account for 
the vast majority of those downloads.

S A RATIONAL business person, you follow news from CES—the
massive Consumer Electronics Show that takes over
Las Vegas every January—because it’s a good way to

track trends in the electronics marketplace. As a secret gadget-
freak, you love CES because it’s hands-down the coolest place to
get a peek at the hottest new digital playthings for home and work.

This year was no exception as vendors showcased the incredibly large,
the impossibly small, and the staggeringly expensive, all coming soon to 
an electronics emporium near you. Among the buzzworthy items:

A
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maintain your identity during migration

Loss of identity during system migration is all too common. Sure your new system
is faster and more reliable, but it's just not YOUR system. Where are your desktop
files, your application preferences, your Internet bookmarks? Can you get them
back? Do you have to reinvent yourself?

Unicenter Desktop DNA makes migration easy by automatically transferring all 
the data, settings, and preferences that make your PC unique. After migration,
you’ll find the same familiar desktop environment, enabling you to get back 
to work quickly and maintain overall productivity. After all, migration hasn't 
changed you. Why should it change your PC?

Unicenter Desktop DNA (1-499 users with 1-year maintenance)
$22.95 #5604541



PPARENTLY THERE aren’t
enough fast-action
dramas on TV so now 

we need to stream them onto our 
cell phones.

That’s what Verizon Wireless 
is hoping. Its customers can now
check out several made-for-mobile
programs, including 24: Conspiracy,
a spin-off of Fox’s 24 starring Keifer
Sutherland. Customers in 30 major
metropolitan areas can tune in to a
new one-minute “mobisode” each
week as part of the latest offerings
on Verizon’s 3G network. Also
available to subscribers who
purchase new 3G phones are 3-D
games, music videos, news, weather,
sports programming, and clips 
from The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.

U.K.-based communications
company Vodafone was the first to
make 24: Conspiracy available to its

cellular customers earlier this year.
Other teleco players are also upping
the ante. Sprint currently offers clips
of the Discovery Channel’s Trading
Spaces, comedy routines, cartoons,
news, weather, and sports, and it
recently announced the debut of
made-for-mobile
short films.

All these great
shows and you
won’t even have 
to hunt down the
remote control.
…Now,
where did 
I put my 
cell phone?
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Podcast News As the
FCC continues to crack
down on this, that, and
the other thing,
traditional radio
broadcasting is starting
to look and sound as
dated as a Wham!
cassette tape.

How to reach a
devoted audience on 
a budget? Podcast!
All you need is a
microphone, a
computer, and
editing software 
to send your news,
views, and tunes
out to a waiting
audience of
people with
digital music players.

Podcasting relies
upon XML and RSS,
two by-now-tried-and-
trusted Internet
technologies.

For samples of the
next big thing, check
out podcastalley.com.

By jaQ Andrews and Erik Evensen

A

ENTERTAINMENT

FUNTHREADS

DISCONNECTED

BLAH, BLAH, BLOGS If all the talk about blogs sounds like blather 
to you, you’re not alone. 62% of Internet users surveyed at the end 
of 2004 weren’t sure what a blog was. But their ignorance is changing
fast. The same survey, conducted by the Pew Internet & American 
Life Project, showed the number of Internet users who read blogs
jumped from 17% to 27% last year.

From Boob Tube 
to Cell Phone

MOBISODE
MADNESS:
Good news
for 24 fans.
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Control Your Servers from
Anywhere in the World

OmniView ENTERPRISE Quad-Bus
Series Remote IP Console

Provide Simultaneous Server Access 
for up to 4 Administrators

OmniView ENTERPRISE Quad-Bus Series 2x 
KVM Switch with Micro-Cabling Technology

Protect Systems Against Power
Damage while Centralizing Control

OmniGuard Rackmount UPS

To the untrained eye, you appear to be sitting at
your desk hard at work resolving some local
issue. In reality, you are standing in front of every
server in your enterprise, ready to strike down
any problem with the speed of an IT super hero.

The name of your super power is OmniView.

OmniView KVM switches enable a single 
keyboard, monitor, and mouse to control up to
256 systems and servers. You save money by
eliminating redundant peripherals, freeing up
desk space, and greatly reducing electrical and
heat loads. You also save time by responding to
single or multiple crises faster than if you had to
walk between servers.

CAPE, COWL, AND TIGHTS ARE OPTIONAL

be everywhere at once
WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR DESK



i30 & i40 Scanners i200 Series Scanners

i50 & i60 Scanners i80 Scanner

As you boldly step into 

the future with content

management,  move ahead

with the rel iable  brand 

you can tr ust .  Kodak of fers  

the pr oducts  and exper tise  

to  guide you acr oss  the

widening gap between

evolving technologies  and

your essential  infor mation.

Our ad vanced scanners,  

software and ser vices  help

ensure that  your cri t ical

data is  accessible  now and 

in the future. To learn more, 

cal l  your PC Connection

Account Manager a t  

800-998-0071 or log on to

www.pcconnection.com.
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Reseller

Document Imaging Products



Home
Smart
Home

DIGITAL LIVING BY STEPHANIE WILKINSON18
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Extreme home networks are becoming a sport for the do-it-yourself crowd.

NE OF THE funniest
gags in last year’s
remake of the cult

classic movie The Stepford Wives
happens when the unsuspecting
Eberhart family tours its new,
ultramodern home in the gated
Stepford Village. The house is
spacious, elegant, super-deluxe.
It’s also fully automated: Not
only will the refrigerator notify
them when it’s running low on
milk, but with a touch-screen
panel in the kitchen, they can
control the lights, the door
locks—and flush all the toilets.

While played for laughs on film,
such hyper-networked homes are
hardly the stuff of fantasy these
days. From a market once
dominated by techno-hobbyists
at the low end and the super-
wealthy at the high end, extreme
home networking is beginning 
to flood the middle ground, says
Mike Wolf, principal analyst at
Cahners In-Stat Group, a market
research firm in Scottsdale, AZ. For
instance, more than half of all new
homes being built this year will
have structured wiring installed,
paving the way for full access to
computer networks, cable, and
phone anywhere in the house.
Home entertainment delivery
systems are increasingly making
use of networking technology to

link audio and video to cable,
satellite, and Internet feeds. And
home automation—the ability 
to remotely control heating,
lights, security, the toaster, the
pool pump, the chimney flue,
whatever—is growing by leaps and
bounds, thanks to advances in
radio-frequency technology and a
proliferation of low-cost products.

Sure, Bill Gates has been
enjoying such things for years.
(In his 40,000-square-foot house,
for instance, lights turn on and
off as people enter and leave
rooms; plasma wall screens
display an ever-changing array 
of favorite scenes; and only the
phone nearest you ever rings.)
But now, so too are everyday folk,
like Stuart Kramer, a retiree living
in Dexter, MI.

Kramer and his wife, Diane,
are big-time movie buffs. So 
they decided to build the home
theater they’d always wanted.
But they didn’t just settle for
cushy leather seats and state-
of-the-art audio and projection
systems. Instead, they decided to
install Ethernet wiring throughout
the house, opening up a world 
of add-on benefits. If the couple
is watching a video in the
downstairs media room, for
instance, and Diane decides she’d
rather watch it in their bedroom,

no problem. It’s
there, too, thanks to
the network. When the
doorbell rings, the video
intercom system kicks in to show
them who’s at the door. And
forget having to walk away from 
a favorite show when the phone
rings; caller ID scrolls the caller’s
number across the TV screen.

Wayne Caswell was a pioneer 
in the average-man-home-
networking field. A former IBM
engineer, Caswell got hooked 
10 years ago, giving himself a
$10,000 budget to create a
computer network, theater, and

automation system in his 3,000-
square-foot Austin, TX, home.
Besides standard HVAC, lighting,
and security, he built in a few
little fun features into his home
network, like a fish-feeding
system that knows to turn off the
tank pump to prevent food from 
being sucked into the filter. His
wife, Yvonne, a self-professed
technophobe, appreciates the
way the system ensures that the
Christmas lights come on each
night precisely at dusk.

“The beauty of these systems
is that even though technology 
is always changing, you can
usually just keep adding new
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modules when you want to add 
a new feature to your network,” 
says Caswell.

As for the issue of cost: That
depends on how extreme you
want to get. According to Paul
Ebaugh, president of CyberNet
Solutions, a home automation
and networking installer in
Commerce Township, MI,
structured wiring goes for $1 to
$2 per foot in a new home. Music
and video distribution systems
and home theaters start at $10 
to $30 per square foot. Large
projects, like home theaters,
still usually require a systems
integrator. (Check out cedia.org
for a listing of certified installers.)
Home automation kits, which
use PC software and RF (radio
frequency) signals to control 
just about anything in the home,
are now within reach of the do-it-
yourself crowd, some selling 

for less than $300.
New, smart, networkable

appliances are constantly 
under development. Take the
microwave oven that’s also a
mini-refrigerator: It reads the bar
code on your package of steak,
programs the proper defrost cycle
based on weight, and turns itself
on in time for you to slap it on the
grill when you walk in the door.
Or Web-enabled security cameras
that make it possible to keep an
eye on your vacation property—or
your elderly parents—while you’re
away. Or a network music player,
like the $250 Roku M1000
SoundBridge that lets you
interface your MP3 player,
computer, and stereo system to
program your in-house playlist.

These products are growing in
popularity partly because they’re
good fun. But cultural changes
are driving their adoption, too,

says In-Stat’s Mike Wolf.
“If you’re a working mother,
now you can turn the oven 
on for dinner and check the
front door camera to see if 
the dry cleaning got dropped
off, all from your computer 
at work,” he says.

And you don’t even have to
be a Stepford Wife to enjoy it.

Stephanie Wilkinson has been
writing on high-tech and
business issues since 1986.

HOME
NETWORKING
ON THE WEB
Tune in to these
resources for
more info:

www.hometoys
.com Publishes
an e-magazine
with articles,
product reviews,
and how-to’s.

www.cedia.org
The site for 
the Custom
Electronic Design
and Installation
Association
provides
information and
a searchable
database of
certified dealers
and installers.

www.smarthome
.com Full of retail
information on
all areas of home
networking and
automation.
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You have strategies to develop, people to lead — and
presentations to share. Sometimes at a moment’s
notice. At times like these, your technology simply
has to deliver. So you continually seek out the 
innovative tools essential for your company’s 
success. And when it comes to large-format digital
projection technology, you turn to InFocus.

After 20 years of innovation, the InFocus experience
makes everybody’s job easier. Bringing you industry
leading dependability, the most intuitive controls, and
incredibly powerful tools for sharing your ideas with
larger-than-life impact. With InFocus technology, you
have the power to communicate, collaborate — and
of course, innovate.

The ideas are yours. The technology is InFocus.

The right technology is essential.

When
Success is

CRITICAL

The InFocus®TD™40 $5499
LCD Thin Display
• Wall-mountable 40” screen
• Connectivity for your current 

and future equipment
• Zero image burn-in

The Big Picture™

©2005 InFocus Corporation. All rights reserved. InFocus® TD™40, LP® 850, and LP® 820 are registered trademarks of InFocus Corporation. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners in this and any other country.

The InFocus® LP®850 $5499
Bulletproof performance. 
Ultimate ease of use.
• 4500 max ANSI lumens
• User-replaceable lenses
• Networks easily with 

InFocus® ProjectorNet™

The InFocus® LP®820 $3499
Installation performance. 
Meeting-room flexibility
• 3000-hour long-life lamp
• Wireless-ready with 

InFocus® LiteShow
• User-replaceable lenses

#5417219 #459887 #451450
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FREEDOM IN BUSINESS

©2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved. PC Connection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks remain
the property of their respective companies.

THE NEW, USER-FRIENDLY TECRA A3 CORPORATE PC  

STARTING AT $1099



N THE FIVE years 
since it was founded,
Wurld Media has

always been all about community.
From its initial product, a cash-
back shopping portal, to its music
service launched late last year,
and its digital content offerings
sketched out for the future,
Wurld Media is pursuing a
mission of creating e-commerce
experiences that actively solicit
involvement from customers.

“We recognize that the growth
of the Internet is dependent on
consumer involvement,” says Joe
Hatch, executive vice president of
business development for the
Saratoga Springs, NY, company.
“We knew we had to take the 

Wild West and make it feel more 
like home.”

Wurld Media set out to do that
initially with Buyers’ Port, a 
cash-back shopping club that let
consumers rack up rewards for
shopping online at 500 name-
brand retailers, including
Overstock.com, 800-Flowers,
L.L. Bean, and others. From 
there, Wurld Media took steps 
to transfer that model into the 
nonprofit space. Using the same
cash-back approach, consumers
could shop and have their cash
rewards donated to a charity of
their choice.

Wurld Media’s latest effort is 
to extend those same principles
to the booming online music

business and, eventually, other
forms of digital entertainment
including movies. Peer Impact is
a new and legitimate angle on the
peer-to-peer music sharing that
was popularized several years
ago, but quickly was stamped out
by the music industry, which was
concerned about copyright
infringement and royalties.
Leveraging its peer-to-peer
architecture and contracts signed
with the big four music labels (it
claims it’s the first peer network
to be awarded contracts),
Wurld Media is able to offer
consumers an opportunity to 
buy music in a community
environment, which lets them
earn back a percentage of what
they spend in exchange for
utilizing their computing
infrastructure to share music
with others.

“Now, instead of purchasing a
song from a centralized service
and having their involvement
end there, with Peer Impact, they
have the same opportunity to
purchase music from the same
type of catalog,” Hatch explains.
“But because of the peer-to-peer
community, they can earn money
back from the redistribution of
that content.”

Here’s how the concept works.
Just like Apple iTunes or
Microsoft’s MSN Music service,
customers join the Peer Impact
network and can purchase songs
for $0.99 each. Once the music
has been purchased, customers
can leave their Peer Impact
application open, which makes

Peer to Peer
CUSTOMER PROFILE BY BETH STACKPOLE 

I
Wurld Media is banking that community will give its music-sharing service impact.

IN THE WEEDS WITH PC CONNECTION

Bryan Cozart 
Senior Account Manager
On Peer Impact’s coolness factor: It’s
the community aspect that’s great.
If you know a lot of people and what
[kind of music] they’re into, it’s
easier to find music that you want 
to listen to. You get to pony off of
other’s hard work … and you end up 
getting something back from 
your investment.
On PC Connection’s role: We helped
orchestrate their storage architecture.
We put them in front of the right
people, aided in the design, and gave
them the information they needed to
make an intelligent decision on what
to standardize on. That was our

biggest win.
On what he personally
brought to the party: I got a
lot of “help” e-mails. “Help,
the server went down.”
“Help, I need a monitoring
solution for a server
environment.” ‘Help, I need
more Microsoft licenses.” It’s a long-
standing relationship. I’m not only
there for the products, but I talk
about the business ventures and
share ideas on what might be great
ways to make money. I even
participated in the Peer Impact 
pilot program.
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COMMUNITY FOCUS: Peer Impact is a 
legitimate angle on peer-to-peer music sharing.

their music library accessible to
others across the network in
search of similar music. If your
library is chosen as a source 
by the network, you get a
commission on the sale, which
goes into a Peer Impact account
and can be applied to future
music purchases. At minimum,
customers can earn back 5% of
what they spend, or if they’re 
an active member, it can be as 
high as 20%.

What constitutes an active
member? Those that opt to
participate in the communities—
taking part in chat rooms,
creating blogs, or recommending
certain artists or selections—are
ranked higher, thus are more
likely to be chosen as a source,

which means more rewards.
Wurld Media believes this aspect
of its service will set it apart from
the current leaders like iTUNES.

Building out the infrastructure
to support a peer-to-peer
architecture, while not as
involved as a centralized service,
still required a significant
investment and IT expertise.
Wurld Media had a hand with its
long-time technology partner 
PC Connection Inc., of
Merrimack, NH. PC Connection
introduced Wurld Media to
service partners that understood
the demands of such a network
and was instrumental in helping
the company get the best price
from vendors on $1.2 million
worth of equipment, says Kirk

Feathers, Wurld Media’s president
and CEO. PC Connection also 
was the key force behind the
company’s choice of a 34 terabyte
storage network from Equal
Logix, which is a core element 
of the peer network.

Having PC Connection to lean
on for technology assistance was
critical. Says Hatch: “When you’ve
grown by 30% and you’re juggling
that many balls, it’s nice to have
someone like PC Connection
there to help navigate the
technology mazes.”

“We recognize that the growth
of the Internet is dependent
on consumer involvement.”

“We recognize that the growth
of the Internet is dependent
on consumer involvement.”

—Joe Hatch
Executive VP of Business Development
Wurld Media
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HEN CUBIST
Pharmaceuticals Inc.
made the decision in 

July 2003 to pioneer tablet PC
technology, it fully recognized
there could be bumps and
challenges along the way. What it
didn’t anticipate, though, was the
need to upgrade the tablet after
only a year into deployment.
Not the best situation for the
technology group, which had
recommended the platform to
senior management.

But instead of being shown 
the door, Cubist’s IT group was
able to turn the situation into 
an advantage. Based on a
recommendation from its 
key technology partner,
PC Connection Inc., the
biopharmaceutical company was
able to leverage an asset disposal
service that applied the value of
the older systems to the purchase
price of new, higher performance
tablet PCs. “Without the asset
disposal service, some people in
our IT organization would
probably be looking for new
jobs,” muses Anthony Murabito,
vice president of information
technology for Cubist, in
Lexington, MA. “Being able to
return the old tablets for money

The Rocky Road
of Technology
Pioneers

CUSTOMER PROFILE BY BETH STACKPOLE 
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Cubist hit a bump with early tablet PCs. Asset disposal helped them stake out new turf.

TRADING UP:
Asset disposal
services helped
Cubist’s Anthony
Murabito.



toward the new helped greatly
because it didn’t look like an
error on our part.”

What it looked like was a smart
move by Murabito’s group. The
original tablet PC turned out to 
be underpowered to run Cubist’s
proprietary salesforce application,
which its sales representatives use
to show interactive presentations
showcasing its acute care
pharmaceutical products to busy
physicians. Cubist had felt a tablet
platform was best suited for the
application because of the need 
to show detailed data like clinical
reports and interactive marketing
brochures. They also required
handwriting capabilities for
things like sign-offs, which 
are critical for regulatory
compliance. “We wanted to 
look outside the scope and felt
tablets were portable, easy-to-
use, and small enough to show
someone something when
they’re walking down the
hallway,” Murabito explains.

After it was clear the first
tablets were not up for the job,
Murabito’s group worked with
its PC Connection account team
to come up with a replacement.
It settled on Toshiba’s M200
tablet computer. Through the

asset disposal service, the
company was able to apply $550
per tablet (they had originally
spent roughly $140,000 for 70
Hewlett-Packard tablet PCs) to
the cost of the new Toshiba
tablets. “We were able to apply
that credit toward the purchase
of new tablets, and it offset a
huge chunk of the cost,”
explains Kate Sohl, help desk
coordinator for Cubist, which
ended up buying 100 new units.

The new systems, now in place
for nearly six months, have been

extremely well received by the
sales team and have none of the
old performance problems.

Despite the happy ending,
Murabito admits he’d be less
inclined to take a risk again on
being a new-technology pioneer.

“We probably needed to be
more circumspect in making the
decision to go with an early
[tablet] processor,” he says. “In
hindsight, I would have initially
deployed the system on a laptop
and waited for the next-
generation tablets.”
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IN THE WEEDS WITH PC CONNECTION

On what’s unique about
Cubist: They are very
methodical and take their
own approach to getting
things done. When they
needed a sales application 
for the tablet platform, they
wrote it themselves because

they wanted to get it done right.
They dot every “i” and cross every
“t.” They get everyone involved 
and get everyone’s input and 
make decisions that are good for 
the company.
On how they’ve been able to
successfully pioneer tablet
technology: They got everything
specified up front, got the product,
and then hired a sales force. They
told them this is the technology
we’re using and then they trained
them on it. It’s the only thing the

sales people have known so it
minimizes push back. They also
didn’t like what they saw in terms 
of sales applications on the tablet
platform, so they wrote their own.
That shows they have what it takes
to be a pioneer.
On PC Connection’s contribution to
the partnership: We make sure
things get done right. Almost any
company can say they’re going to 
do something, but that’s not always
the case. Cubist can come to me and
say they want something done and
completed, and I’ve proved that I’m
able to do that. I follow up, I take on
their problems as though they were
my own, and I get them fixed for
them. I think they’d say we are 
an honest and solid partner.

Jack Driscoll



Call for our complete line of IT services.     1� 800 � 800 � 0021

we’re the business 

we connect IT
� Custom-configured hardware 

� Asset tagging

� On-site installation

� Asset disposal 

we support IT
� Enhanced warranties

� Post warranties

� Monitor protection

� Repair services

we manage IT
� Spam blocking

� Virus protection

� Remote data backup

� Helpdesk

we solve IT
™



©2005 ServiceConnection. All rights reserved. ServiceConnection is a registered trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.

behind your small business

www.serviceconnection.com w e  s o l v e  I T ™
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from deleting spyware/adware to finding 
missing files to assisting in back-up to fixing 
a printer problem.

Rose Attardo discovered PlumChoice via a piece
of direct mail. As office manager at Ackles Steel &
Iron Co., Inc., she found herself in charge of IT
support decisions. Attardo had used tech support
providers from the Yellow Pages before, but felt
they were too pricey—up to $200 per hour to come
on-site. Now, for under $100 per hour, PlumChoice
helps her with everything from picking the right
PC to setting up the firm’s T-1 Internet connection.

“It’s a little scary at first when they take over
your mouse and start working on your computer,
but I’ve never had any problems,” says Attardo, in
Waltham, MA.

When it comes to computer support, Allan
Steinmetz is pretty enlightened. When he left
Andersen Consulting and started his marketing
services company in 1997, there were only three
full-time employees—not enough for Steinmetz to
justify hiring an in-house IT person. But that didn’t
mean that he let an informal support structure
spring up and eat away at productivity. Even in the
early, vulnerable days of starting a new business,
Steinmetz could see that forcing employees to go
without the computer help they needed would
hurt him. So, he ponied up some bucks to a friend
who had just started his own IT support business,
SMR Consulting.

“He put in my whole IT infrastructure—four
desktop PCs, two laptops, and a server. He put in

my network, my fax system, my phone system,”
says Steinmetz, CEO of Inward Strategic Consulting
Inc., in Newton, MA. He pays by the hour for Andy
Cohen’s advice, whether on-site or via e-mail, plus
the cost of software and hardware. These days,
Cohen checks up at least once a month to be sure
everything is running smoothly.

Lightening the load
Even for a company that is large enough to have 
its own help desk, outsourcing some or all of 
the function can make a lot of sense. Cubist
Pharmaceuticals Inc., a biopharmaceutical
company focused on the acute care market,
recently added 100 mobile sales reps to its ranks,
extending the approximately 200 employees
already working at headquarters in Lexington, MA.
The new sales force uses tablet PCs—the Toshiba
M200 Tablet—and a custom-designed sales force
application that gives them the flexibility to
provide rich and interactive content presentations
to the infectious care doctors they’re courting, who
are often on the go and require fast presentations
(often in the hallways).

Cubist has an IT staff of 14, but only three are
dedicated to help desk support. So when the IT
group launched the sales force/tablet application 
a year or so ago, they decided to outsource help desk
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ENLIGHTENED CEO: Inward’s 
Allan Steinmetz is a believer 
in formal support structures.



Type of IT Support

PHONE SUPPORT
FROM
COMPUTER
VENDOR
(purchased at time of
PC purchase) 
Or ISP (included with
monthly subscription)

PER-INCIDENT
PHONE SUPPORT
(from hardware or
software vendor)

PROFESSIONAL
HELP DESK
SUPPORT geared
to SMBs from major
vendor (such as HP or
ServiceConnection)

REMOTE
CONTROL or
chat-based Internet
support

HOSTED HELP
DESK SOLUTION
(such as Help Desk
Express from
HelpSTAR.com)

LOCAL
CONSULTANT

INTERNET GROUP

YOUR BROTHER-
IN-LAW

Cost (approx. range)

Typically runs from
$200 to $300 for two 
to three years or is
included with
subscription

Ranges $50 to $80 per
incident

Starts at about $1,500
for a five-incident pack

Runs $19.95 per
incident up to about
$100 per hour

$15 to $20 per help
desk agent per month 

$95 to $180 per hour 

Free

Free

What’s usually included

Toll-free phone support
with limited on-site
support

One trouble-ticket
worth of support (may
include multiple phone
calls related to that
incident)

Provides level-2 help
desk support to back
up your level-1 help
desk

Depends on what 
is being offered
(offerings vary widely) 

Helps you create a help
desk portal to support
your internal help desk 

Can assist with the
gamut of support
needs, from break-fix
to computer wellness
checkups to advice of
what to buy

Like-minded
individuals share their
technical expertise and
experiences in an
online forum

Expertise and quality
of advice vary widely 

Pros

Cost-effective, 24x7,
unlimited support

Cost-effective 24x7
support

Nearly 24x7,
technically more
sophisticated, geared
for SMBs

Cost-effective, often
24x7 support 

Cost-effective, self-
service option

Thorough,
comprehensive
services; local in-
person support; no
need to hold on the
phone

Free; you might find
someone who is a true
expert

Free

Cons

Potential cultural/accent
issues if calling an
offshore center; agent
typically does not
mention your right to
some on-site support;
on-site support is
limited; spending lots
of time on hold

Agent cannot always
solve your issue;
spending lots of time
on hold; if problem
occurs again, you’ll
have to pay again; no
on-site support 

More expensive than
other phone support;
no on-site service 

With chat support, you
generally have to do a
lot yourself

Does not help users
who need help for
complex problems 

Can be expensive,
generally not available
24x7

You usually get what
you pay for

If divorce ends the
relationship, you’ll be
back to square one

THE LANDSCAPE A random sampling of help desk support options for SMBs.
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talk is cheap
IP Connection Netphones 
deliver VoIP telephony for 
much less than other Internet
phone providers. Join the 
conversation today.

$24.95 ANNUAL fee gets you 
unlimited free calling between 
IP Connection Netphones.

International and domestic 
calling to land lines from 
just 2.4 cents per minute.

Visit www.ipconnection.biz 
for more information on 
our line of Netphones and 
complete service details.

hello. you’re connected™

©2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved. ipconnection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiaries.©2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved. ipconnection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiaries.

Internet PortNetphone
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KEVIN LEONARD SWEARS he could ascertain the status
of his company’s computer network simply by strolling
by the Poland Spring dispenser. “If there was a crowd
there, I knew it was bad news,” recalls Leonard, executive
vice president at Straight Source, a recruitment
processing outsourcer in Dallas. “It usually meant our
systems were down again.”

For a company that “lives and dies by e-mail,” that
kind of continual downtime is disastrous. Especially
when the company has a limited in-house IT staff, like
Straight Source had. With just under 100 employees and
only two technicians on hand, Leonard was finding that
problems were outpacing solutions at an alarming rate.
There was no question; it was high time to find a value-
added reseller

How to make the best match
for a tech partner. WRITTEN BY STEPHANIE WILKIN-
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Only HP ProLiant BL25p and BL35p Blade Servers feature 
cutting-edge AMD Opteron™ processors for faster performance
that literally keeps its cool. Consuming up to 40% less power,
ultra-efficient Opteron processors produce less heat, making them
the ideal choice for memory-intensive applications in dense blade
server environments.

Which blades have the power to
perform without losing their cool?

HP ProLiant BL25p 
Starting At $3559

HP ProLiant BL35p
Starting At $3039

CALL YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
HOW HP PROLIANT BLADE SERVERS CAN PERFORM FOR YOU.
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(VAR) who could replace his worn-out servers and
provide integration and support services. The issue
was how to find one that was highly compatible.

With more and more small- and medium-sized
companies running their businesses with the aid 
of sophisticated computer applications these days,
the need for help from a tech partner is growing.
According to META Group Inc., an IT market-
research firm based in Stamford, CT, small-business
technology spending is expected to grow 11.4% in
2005. At the same time, according to a recent report
by AMI Partners Inc., fully 70% of small businesses
do not have an in-house IT department.

You get the picture: Lots of mission-critical
systems, not much of a safety net. Picking the right
partner to share the load can be the answer. But
according to companies that have been through it,
it’s a dance as delicate as dating and as fraught with
as many frustrations as hiring a home contractor.

So how do you do it without getting burned? 
With plenty of partners to choose from, experts
recommend a solid regimen of references, research,
and reality checks  for making your selection. They
say to approach a potential partner in much the same
way that you would a life mate. With that in mind,
here are some tips for making your best match.
■ Get set up. Remember, you’re looking for a
relationship here. Ask colleagues from other
companies whom they’ve worked with and if they’d
hire them again. Personal references from satisfied
clients form the backbone of a partner’s reputation.
■ Decide what level of provider you need. When
Jason Needleman was hired last summer as CEO 
of Family Staffing Solutions Inc., an in-home care
provider based in Nashville, job one was to get the
company systems under control. With 16 in-house
administrators and 350 home-care providers, the
company had no IT department. “Our two office
managers relied on a local fix-it guy to get the
Linksys LANs running,” Needleman recalls. “That
worked fine for the first six years of the business.
But once we outgrew our QuickBooks accounting
system, we knew we needed to go bigger.”

Bigger is not the best choice for everyone. “Some
small businesses can get away with hiring the lone
ranger—a guy with a pickup truck, cell phone, and
pocket protector,” says Susan Labandibar, president

of Computer Warehouse Inc., in South Boston, MA,
who specializes in helping small- to medium-sized
businesses. “But if you need guaranteed service,
you’ll have to go up the food chain.”
■ Don’t be afraid to ask lots and lots of questions.
When Straight Source’s Leonard started his VAR
search, he whittled a list of 40 VARs culled from a
Dallas business journal down to four that sounded
most promising. Then he asked the critical
questions. “I asked for lots of details,” he says.

For Needleman, getting the VAR salesperson to
bring a technician along to the interview was key.
“I’ve seen too many eager salespeople promise a
solution only to have the tech guys say later, ‘No way
can we do that for that price,’” Needleman says.
■ Set the bar high. Needleman and Leonard agree,
if you don’t spell out your expectations, complete
with timelines and penalties for late delivery, you
might as well kiss your project satisfaction goodbye.
“Every job runs into surprises,” Needleman says.
“It’s a fact. But it’s also a fact that if you don’t hit
them in the pocketbook for failures to meet your
expectation, you won’t get what you’re paying for.”

Stephanie Wilkinson has been writing on high-tech
and business issues since 1986.
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RUN FOR THE HILLSAvoid these types of VARs at all costs:

1. The Hit-and-Run Experts.
If they seem more focused on
maximizing revenue than on
building a lifelong relationship,
walk away.

2. The “I Worked Six Hours But I’m
Only Billing You for Two” Guy.
More likely than not, this guy’s
learning new technology as he
goes along—and you’re picking
up the tab.

3. The “Pay No Attention to the Man
Behind the Curtain” Guy. If your
VAR salesperson doesn’t bring a
techie to the table, beware; he
could be promising more than he
can deliver.

ON THE HUNT:
Straight Source’s
Kevin Leonard
asks for lots 
of details.



LANDON SCISM IS thinking differently about patch management
these days, and he’s not alone. ■ As director of technology at 
the Pender County Schools, it’s Scism’s job to oversee patch
management—the science, and art, of keeping an organization’s
myriad software applications and systems up to date and protected
against cyber-intrusion. In times past, software patches used to
trickle out from vendors every few months, and IT had the luxury of
taking days, or even weeks, to determine if and when their firms
needed to upgrade. Then came MyDoom and Blaster and the brave
new world of viral warfare and patching went from a once-in-a-
while task to a daily, critical chore. ■ “Especially when Microsoft was
putting patches out there all the time, we had to be on it, making
judgment calls every single day,” recalls Scism. ■ At one point,
Scism had a team of seven technicians fanned out across the
county, updating and securing by hand the district’s 2,400 desktops
at 16 different sites. Back in the office, Scism and his staff dedicated
hours to tracking updates, determining which ones were critical to
their systems, and then testing the patches for incompatibilities
before okaying them for district-wide deployment. It was all getting
to be too much, Scism says. He broke down and bought an
automated patch-management system—Symantec Corp.’s ON
iPatch—that allows him to roll out updates across his network and
manage the patching process from one central location.

Keeping corporate software updated
and free of holes is a colossal pain—but
not half as painful as blowing it off.
WRITTEN BY TRACY MAYOR | ILLUSTRATED BY SEAN KELLY
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“InfraStruXure™ responds to 
today’s healthcare environment.”

Seth Sladek, Data Center Manager,

Cambridge Health Alliance

Optimize the availability of your healthcare IT applications.

How? With InfraStruXure™, on-demand architecture for network-critical
physical infrastructure (NCPI). InfraStruXure is a complete data center
solution. It incorporates power, cooling, racks and physical structure,
security and fire protection, cabling, and the management and 
servicing of these elements into a modular, building-block design.

Increase reliability

Design an inherently redundant power and cooling system based on
integrated, pre-tested, standardized components. Receive predictive
failure alerts to eliminate problems before they occur.

Quickly recover

Modular, hot-swappable components make the system easy to 
service and maintain, while integrated cabling reduces human error,
the number one cause of downtime.

Maximize availability at a lower cost

Scalable InfraStruXure allows you to respond to changing power and
cooling requirements without custom electrical work. Convert non-IT
spaces in a few weeks with little or no physical construction.

Why rely on antiquated NCPI to support newly implemented, 
mission-critical healthcare information systems?

Learn more about InfraStruXure™ today. Call your 

PC Connection Account Manager at 1-800-998-0071

or visit us online at www.pcconnection.com/apc.

• Disaster Recovery Sites 

• Blade Server Applications

• Converted Spaces

The InfraStruXure™

High Density Configuration 

is a patent-pending hot aisle containment system 
that cools up to 20kW of blade servers in a single enclosure.

The InfraStruXure
High Density

Configuration is
ideal for:

“Our systems must be available 24x7 
to deliver critical patient care information quickly 
to the doctors and nurses in our network....”

Introducing
InfraStruXure™

High Density 
Configuration

InfraStruXure Solutions Starting At $2399
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Across the country, technologists at companies 
of all sizes are taking patch management seriously
these days—and for good reason. Network managers
like Scism found themselves dedicating more and
more resources—both digital and human—to
keeping vulnerabilities at bay in their operating
systems, communications packages, and critical
business applications. In fact, according to research
from Gartner Inc., IT managers now typically spend
up to two hours a day managing patches, and the
cost of manually installing a patch on a single
machine can run as high as $300 per server.

Faced with those kinds of numbers, managers 
like Scism from large or midrange companies 
are increasingly turning to automated patch-
management software, either a standalone system
or one that’s part of a larger, integrated SMS (System
Management Server) package. But those types of
systems are out of reach for most small and
medium-sized businesses. In fact, patch
management is a double-whammy for smaller
firms, experts say. They’re just as susceptible to
attack as their larger cousins, but lack those
companies’ dedicated IT staffs and expansive
technology budgets. Without them, these
companies soldier on by tightening and better
coordinating their machine-by-machine patching
processes or by turning to an outside service
provider for help.

“If you’re a one-person IT shop, then patch
management is just one more challenge to add to
your list,” says Fred Broussard, a research manager
at International Data Corp., a Framingham, MA,
market-research firm. “Some companies may feel
that they’re less likely to be hit in terms of the size
of their presence online, but if you don’t patch,
you’re vulnerable to the extent that you have X
number of servers and networks out there.”

Open to Attacks
There’s a definite correlation between patching 
and virus attacks, agrees Ben Melinger, director of
product development at The Lloyd Group, a New
York firm that provides patch-management services
to small and medium-sized companies. “We have
had multiple situations where a company [first]
calls us in after they’ve been attacked and says,
‘How can we keep this from happening again?’ 
If you’re not at the right [patch] level, you’re
vulnerable,” he says.

Indeed. The FBI and Carnegie Mellon University
have found that more than 90% of all security
breaches involve a software vulnerability caused 
by a missing patch that the IT department already
knew about—but hadn’t gotten around to patching.

So how to get the word out—and the holes
patched—at your firm? Companies of all sizes can
maximize protection by following a set of patching
best practices, says Jason Chan, co-moderator of the
PatchManagement.org mailing list.
■ Inventory your network to determine upfront

exactly what systems you’re responsible for and
where your network is vulnerable to attack.

■ Identify and monitor sources that carry
information on patches relevant to your
organization (see sidebar, below).

KEEPING YOUR EAR 
TO THE GROUND
Smart network managers track news of patches by:

■ Monitoring Web sites of key
software vendors.

■ Subscribing to e-mail alerts
from key vendors.

■ Registering with third-party
alert services.

■ Taking advantage of auto-
updating software, like
Microsoft’s Windows Update.

■ Outsourcing with a service provider who 
monitors and patches for you. SOURCE: Symantec Corp.

“If you’re a one-person IT shop,
then patch management is just one 
more challenge to add to your list.”
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Anticipate.

Visualize.

Connect.

Impact.

A better system. So your team can deliver better results.

Want to take your company’s productivity to the next level? Teams produce better results when they’re 
connected to current information, business processes, and each other. And the best way to pull it all 
together is with the new Microsoft® Office System.

Building on familiar programs, the Microsoft Office System now links desktop programs, servers, 
and services. These powerful tools add up to one integrated solution that helps you get the most value 
out of your information.

With centralized resources like Microsoft® Office InfoPath™ 2003 and Microsoft® Office SharePoint™

Portal Server 2003, users have access to company data which helps them anticipate changes in the 
marketplace and visualize better solutions. And intuitive communication tools including Microsoft®

Office OneNote™ 2003 and Microsoft® Office Project 2003 connect individuals into effective teams, 
while helping them provide greater personal impact.

Introducing the Microsoft Office System.

© 2005 Portions reprinted with permission from Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft, InfoPath, the Office logo, OneNote, Outlook,
and SharePoint are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries. The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

Microsoft Office
Professional Edition 2003
Open Value License with
Software Assurance
YEAR 1 OF 3 $259.95
#462506



VIRUSES MOST DEADLY
Why patch? It’s your best protection against virus-
related breaches, which last year caused the largest
dollar damage to corporate networks.

Viruses: $55 million
Denial-of-services attacks: $26 million
Data theft: $11.5 million
Insider
net abuse: $10.6 million
Abuse of
WiFi network: $10.2 million

SOURCE: CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey 
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■ Establish a patch cycle for regular, non-
critical updates.

■ Develop a game plan for prioritizing critical
security and functionality patches.

■ Establish a process for testing patches 
before deployment.

■ Develop a contingency and backout plan to 
ensure quick recovery from network outages
caused by patch-related incompatibilities.

■ Choose what tools and processes you’ll use 
to actually deploy and install patches.

■ Audit and assess the success and extent 
of your patch-management efforts.

While small and midrange companies might feel
overwhelmed by such a detailed list, Chan and other
patch proponents urge them not to ignore the very
first step: Inventorying.

“Before patching can be effective, you must 
have an up-to-date inventory. It’s tough to patch 
a computer you don’t know exists,” explains Todd
Towles, a network system analyst at a medium-
sized retail chain in the South. “If your patch-
management system reports that 80% of your
workstations are patched, but 25% of your total
workstations aren’t in the system, you’re going to
have a problem.” 

Smaller firms can ease their patch burden in other
ways, experts suggest. For one, they should take
advantage of automatic update capabilities, offered
by large vendors like Microsoft and Symantec, that
“push” patches directly out to users’ desktops.

And testing doesn’t necessarily have to
encompass a room full of networked machines. For
small companies, testing can simply mean trying
out the patch on one or two tech department
computers running the software configurations
most typically in use at the firm.

Finally, small firms in particular can benefit 
from maintaining as homogenous a computing

environment as possible, advises IDC’s Broussard.
The reason is simple—the fewer the applications,
the less patching they’ll need.

Even so, at some point the process of physically
patching computers by hand simply becomes too
time-consuming and inefficient for even the most
stalwart of IT staffs. “You can go around with a 
CD-ROM to 10 or 12 desktops, but not to a thousand
machines,” observes Broussard. How do you know
when you’ve reached the point where you need
help—either an automated system of your own 
or assistance from a service provider? Broussard
throws out some handy numbers. “If you’ve got
upwards of 500 desktops or say 50 servers or so,
then it’s time for an automated tool,” he advises.

If the prospect of paying for automated patching
seems painful to you, consider the pain you might
face otherwise. Security giant Symantec logged in
1,237 new vulnerabilities in the first half of last
year—that’s an average of 48 per week—and the
average time between public disclosure of a
vulnerability and the release of an associated 
exploit is down to 5.8 days. Now that’s painful.

Tracy Mayor writes frequently about technology,
management, and business.

“Before patching can be effective, you must
have an up-to-date inventory. It’s tough to
patch a computer you don’t know exists.”
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Most small businesses will continue to rely on paper.
But with the proper planning, moving to a mostly
digital office is a goal worth having. WRITTEN BY ELIZABETH MILLARD

ASK BARRY MACQUARRIE to describe his CPA company’s filing room
during tax season and he responds with a shudder. As a small, but very
busy accounting firm, KAF Financial Group rushed to meet the April 15
tax filing deadline every year, but the aftermath wasn’t pretty.

“Files were stacked two feet high, and they were all over the room,”
says MacQuarrie, in Braintree, MA. “People were too intent on getting
the work done to put the files away where they needed to go.” If a client
called looking for information, he says it sometimes took days and
searches through mountains of paperwork to find it for them.

KAF is not the only small business braving a paper blizzard. Although
the “paperless office” has been talked up since the early ’90s, that 
golden age of digital documents has yet to come to pass.
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Even with the stunning amount of document
management systems now available—and the
increasing ease of using them—many people are
still very attached to their 8.5 x 11 paper world.

According to a recent survey by NFI Research,
small companies in particular are producing a bigger
paper glut than ever before with 72% of respondents
saying they still maintain nearly everything on
paper. In their book, The Myth of the Paperless Office,
researchers Abigail Sellen and Richard Harper
explore businesses’ hesitation about giving up
paper. Based on their findings, they say paper will
always have a role in offices simply because people
like the tactile nature of paper and the familiarity of
handling it. Walking down the hall to accounting
with an invoice in hand provides a sense of control
over the information that can’t be replicated by 
e-mailing an invoice.

There are plenty of other reasons for companies’
continued dependence on paper. High-speed
printers make it easy to make copies of e-mails, Web
pages, internal documents, and forms, and many
companies put a restriction on e-mail storage space,
prompting a continuous flurry of printing when
people clean out their electronic in-boxes. Distrust
of technology is also a factor, according to the NFI
survey. Some respondents said past computer
glitches have made them nervous about putting
their faith in hard drives, even if they know the
documents are being stored centrally. Given the
number of virus warnings and identity theft reports,
some employees fret about security as well,
wondering if an all-electronic system is just ripe
pickings for an adept hacker.

Goodbye, File Cabinets
Despite the misgivings, there are some companies
making the leap to the paperless office, and they’re
finding that it’s truly a jump worth making. The
trend appears to be getting traction in certain
industries, including health care, financial
management, and legal firms. In these types of
businesses, the volume of paper is becoming
overwhelming, with hallways often serving as

temporary storage areas. As they move to digitally
based document-management systems, these
companies are discovering that there’s more to 
be gained than document retrieval time.

MacQuarrie’s firm is learning just that. Tired of 
that mid-April cleanup job, KAF purchased a Xerox
document management system and hasn’t looked
back since. Although the company was looking for a
way to respond faster to client requests, the Xerox
system has turned out to bring much greater benefits
than they anticipated. “It’s completely changed how
we do business,” says MacQuarrie. “We are much
more efficient because the workflow is streamlined.
Nothing gets lost, and time doesn’t get wasted.”

For example, MacQuarrie used to do a tax return,
bring it to the firm’s auditor, and then wait for
their notes. After getting the feedback, he’d make
revisions and send it back for a second look. It’s a
straightforward process, but if someone else had
taken relevant materials from the file room or the
auditor was out of town, the work stalled.
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While Adobe Systems Inc.’s Acrobat Portable
Document Format has done more than most
technologies to drive the paperless office, to date, it’s
still far from making the myth a widespread reality.

“People aren’t using PDFs to their fullest capacity,”
acknowledges Jonathan Knowles, head of technology
strategy in the intelligent document business unit of
Adobe in San Jose, CA. “But we hope with the release
of Acrobat 7.0, that will change.”

Adobe Acrobat, first unveiled in 1991, got a major
overhaul late last year with a new release that
pushes the technology far beyond a simple way to
keep documents on a PC. With the new 7.0 version,
people can implement security controls on a
document, type notes directly to the PDF, and create
forms and invoices quickly using Adobe’s templates.

“We expect more as people understand the
technology isn’t just for distribution of information,
but for controlling and streamlining their workflow,”
says Knowles. —E.M.

“We are much more efficient because 
the workflow is streamlined. Nothing
gets lost, and time doesn’t get wasted.”
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Collect, Produce, and Share Intelligent Documents

Adobe Systems Incorporated 345 Park Avenue, San Jose, CA 95110-2704 USA www.adobe.com

Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, GoLive, Illustrator, InDesign, and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems
Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.

© 2005 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA.

Adobe® Acrobat® 7.0 Professional software 
is the advanced way to create, control, and
deliver more secure, high-quality Adobe PDF
documents. Assemble electronic or paper
files—even Web sites, engineering drawings,
and e-mail—into reliable PDF documents
that are easy to share with others using 
free Adobe Reader® 7.0 software. Manage 
document reviews, synthesizing feedback

from multiple reviewers while preserving
document format and integrity. Extend 
commenting capabilities to anyone using
Adobe Reader 7.0. Windows® users can 
design intelligent Adobe PDF forms that
include business logic, such as calculations
and data validations, to help increase the
accuracy of data collection while reducing 
the costs of manual data entry.

Adobe Acrobat 7.0 Professional
UPGRADE ONLY $139.95
#5485318 (Win)    #5485238 (Mac)

FULL VERSION ONLY $399.95
#5485211 (Win)    #5485123 (Mac)



Not so with their Web-based document
management system. Now, all the files are 
available and searchable, so MacQuarrie can find
information quickly. The auditor can also access
the return from anywhere in the world, insert
notes directly on the electronic file, and get it back
to MacQuarrie in hours, not days.

Although it’s hard to quantify the benefits of
those kinds of workflow changes, experts say they
can add up pretty quickly. “The ROI on paperless
systems is difficult to measure because you’re
talking about subtle areas like efficiency gains,”
says Vince Rogusky, founder of Philadelphia-based
Epitome Systems, a developer of technology
applications geared toward helping companies go
paperless. “But you can certainly see your
investment working when your company gets
more streamlined.”

Path to Paperless
For a company that wants to cut down on its paper
use, there are two things that are needed before
any product shopping begins: A leader and a plan.

Companies that are successful in implementing
paperless tactics usually have an advocate of the
strategy. If that person is a president or CEO, it’s
even better. At Minneapolis-based property
management firm Cities Management, founder Kim
Carlson felt driven to reduce paper use not just in
her company, but in the entire industry. After seeing
the efficiency gains that could be realized by going
paperless, CEO Mike Egelston took up the cause, too.

“Our industry produces an unbelievable amount
of paper, in the form of invoices, statements, and
reports,” he says. “We realized that just recycling it
wasn’t enough.” The company began building its
own Web-based document management system,
and within just a few weeks, it was ready to throw
out some filing cabinets.

Egelston knows that without Carlson’s vision,
and the company’s drive to put those ideas into
motion, they’d still be filling up recycling bins.
“People feel like they want that piece of paper in
their hands,” he says. “We’re helping them

understand that they don’t need it. The learning
curve is our biggest impediment, but slowly, with
management serving as an example, they’re seeing
the efficiencies and reducing paper use.”

Beyond having strong, patient leadership,
Rogusky recommends that companies take a step
back and think about how a digital system can
benefit them—not to mention, what it would take
to implement it. A document management
application isn’t just a replacement for paper; it’s
an entirely new way of handling information, and
the company needs the processes in place to
handle the change.

“Smaller companies in particular are so busy that
they might not realize their processes connect across
an organization,” Rogusky notes. “If you just jump
into a digital system without understanding how
that technology will affect all parts of the company,
you could be wasting time, money, and effort.”

With a plan in place and a commitment to long-
term employee education, a company might find
that it not only has a more agile, wired staff, but
also a whole lot more space where those filing
cabinets used to reside.

Elizabeth Millard is a freelance writer who specializes
in business and technology topics. Her work has
appeared in Business 2.0, BusinessWeek, and
CNN Online.
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■ CompuThink’s ViewWise
Small Business Edition:
An electronic document
repository that has user-
defined virtual cabinet,

drawer, and folder
configurations.
■ Adobe’s Acrobat 7.0
Professional version: Allows
you to create, control, and
use PDF documents.

■ Xerox DocuShare:
Web-based document
management system
specifically designed for
small to midsized businesses.

■ Auersoft’s VisualVault:
Document management,
business process automation,
and collaboration 
technology using Microsoft 
.NET architecture.

“People feel like they
want that piece of
paper in their hands.
We’re helping them
understand that they
don’t need it.”
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FAST. FLEXIBLE. INFINITE SCALEABILITY.

(Just like our storage solutions.)

■ Disaster recovery strategies

■ DAS, NAS, and SAN solutions

■ Certified SAN architects

■ Certified network engineers and specialists

■ Advanced pre- and post-sales technical support

■ State-of-the-art, in-house storage lab

■ On-site installation and integration

©2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved. PC Connection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.



TAKE BACKUP & RECOVERY

TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Look for a partner with a 23-year record of fast project 

turnaround times. A team with a deep bullpen of 

certified network engineers and SAN architects, and 

a nationwide network of on-site integration partners.

In order to keep costs low and ensure overnight access to

mission-critical equipment, choose a company with at least 

a billion dollars in buying power.

Before you choose an IT provider for your next storage 

project, make sure they have the same speed, flexibility,

and infinite scalability that you seek in your storage solution.

Choose PC Connection.

Before you choose an IT provider

for your next storage project, make

sure they’re able to give you every

possible advantage.

EVERYTHING OVERNIGHT®

It’s all backed up, but can you get it back?
Disaster Recovery Software manages your data backup 
hardware by performing backups and organizing files 
so they can be easily and quickly restored.

Stay ahead of your backup window
Disk-to-Disk Backup Solutions enable you to backup 
and recover data much faster than tape-based alternatives.

Moving beyond server-based storage
Switching to Storage Area Network (SAN) architecture
enables faster backups, increased capacity, and greater 
data control.

Give users what they want when they want it
Network Attached Storage (NAS) simplifies file sharing 
and offloads storage tasks from your application servers,
enhancing overall network performance.

Better backup that requires LESS effort
Tape Drives and Tape Automation offer one of the most 
cost-effective ways to backup large data volumes. Automated
tape solutions make backup easier by automatically initiating
backups and swapping cartridges for you.

Add some drive to your data driven enterprise

High-performance Hard Drives increase data reliability in
desktops and servers, reducing data-recovery frequency.
Redundant configurations also eliminate many single points
of failure in your backup and recovery system.

800-998-0071

we have your brand™



KEY BENEFITS OF iSCSI SANS
■ Leverages current Ethernet infrastructure
■ Reduced total cost of ownership
■ Operational, maintenance, and management simplicity 
■ Overcomes DAS distance limitations
■ Storage and data backup consolidation

You know your data is growing. How are you going to store and manage it? 

To iSCSI SAN or Not to iSCSI SAN,
That is the Question



INDUSTRY TRENDS BY ERIN HARRIS

ou might be a small-to 
medium-sized business, or you could
be a regional data center. Your budget is
constrained, and while you wish you
had more qualified IT staff to solve your 
burgeoning data dilemma, you simply
do not. So you add more file servers,
add more tape backup, and continue
with a direct-attached storage (DAS)
scenario. But your data is continuously
multiplying, you are running out of
disk space, and you are already 
spending too much time tending to
fussy servers as it is. You know a better
solution must be out there.

Enter an IP storage area network (SAN)
to the rescue. By now you've probably
heard the growing buzz about iSCSI and
IP SANs. But you may not be sure what
an iSCSI or IP SAN is exactly, if you can
afford to implement one, or if its 
applications are right for your business.

With smaller IT staffs lacking a storage
specialist or perhaps no dedicated IT
staff at all, SMBs and workgroups can
rely on iSCSI SANs to satisfy storage
and backup needs without a particularly
complicated or costly setup process.
Many of the iSCSI storage arrays 
entering the market are easy to use and
can self-manage, so you can connect
them to your existing Ethernet network
and enjoy built-in features including 
snapshots and virtualization.

Can I Get a Definition?
A storage area network consists of a
scalable, subnetwork architecture that
connects, consolidates, manages, and
shares storage devices or disk arrays.
Servers can access the storage devices,
but because the SAN is separate 

within your network, the usual traffic
bottlenecks are eliminated. SANs
are based on a Fibre Channel or 
iSCSI infrastructure.

iSCSI is an Internet Protocol or IP-based
storage networking standard that
enables block data transport by carrying
SCSI commands over an Ethernet
TCP/IP connection. An IP SAN solution,
also often referred to as an iSCSI SAN,
uses an iSCSI protocol for the creation
of a separate storage area network.

How Does iSCSI Work?
By leveraging your current Ethernet
infrastructure, you can consolidate
multiple servers into one iSCSI storage
network that uses SAN disk arrays.
Application servers use iSCSI initiators,
consisting of either host bus adapters
(HBAs) or software drivers, to connect
to your iSCSI storage network. This is
accomplished using a Gigabit Ethernet
switch and Ethernet cables. Because
you are already familiar with Ethernet
technology, and you already have and
use switches and cables, an iSCSI SAN
can be incredibly cost-effective and 
easy to manage.

What Can an iSCSI SAN 
Do For You?
Reducing the total costs associated 
with storage consolidation and backup
is a key reason to invest in an iSCSI
SAN. Backups can occur when they need
to without impacting employee  
productivity, your IT staff isn't tied up
trying to solve storage problems for
scattered servers, and raw data storage
capacity increases with a SAN disk array.
Simplicity is also a key benefit in using

an iSCSI SAN. David Dale, Chair of the
Storage Networking Industry Forum's
IP Storage Forum, asserts that "iSCSI is
particularly interesting for 
storage consolidation solutions for
server applications in environments
where simplicity, flexibility, and 
price/performance are the critical IT
decision factors.

As a result, iSCSI SANs are heating 
up the SMB market. Workgroups,
departments, and remote offices within
larger enterprises are also implementing
iSCSI SANs. Companies that need  file
and email data backup and disaster
recovery especially in remote locations
can take advantage of iSCSI because
there are no distance limitations when
dealing with an IP network—whereas
Fibre Channel is limited to 10km.

All Aboard the iSCSI Train
As iSCSI SAN disk arrays, routers,
bridges, host adapter cards, and software
drivers from leading technology 
manufacturers enter the market at an
increasing rate, you are certain to hear
continued excitement about how iSCSI 
is being used exclusively and in 
conjunction with Fibre Channel for 
optimized storage solutions. Contact 
PC Connection today for a storage 
assessment to find out how an iSCSI 
SAN will benefit your company.
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Look no further than your Ethernet.

Storage Networking Industry Forum
www.snia.org/ipstorage
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6
REASONS TO THINK ABOUT 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE,AFFORDABLE, 

64-BIT IBM SERVERS WITH INTEL®

XEON™ PROCESSORS.
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The high-performance, affordable IBM eServer xSeries family takes 64-bit to the max. 

The transition to 64-bit is under way. And we’re
helping to pave the way. The high-performance,
affordable IBM eServer™ xSeries® family with
Intel Xeon Processor-based Xtended Design
Architecture™ is the next-generation architecture
designed, priced and supported for businesses
of every size. Our xSeries servers (the x226, x236,
x336 and x346) are expandable, flexible, scalable,
and they’re powered by state-of-the-art 64-bit
Intel® Xeon™ Processors. Giving you unbelievably
high performance at an unbelievably low price. 

What about storage attachments for your
eServer xSeries systems? The entry-level IBM
TotalStorage® DS300 system is rack-ready and
designed to let you pay as you grow. The very
hard to outgrow IBM TotalStorage DS400 
system is fast, it’s expandable and it scales 
up to 5.8 terabytes1. Both share reliability and 

data protection features you can find in IBM
eServer solutions. 

What if you’re a mid-sized business with little 
or no IT staff? Enter the IBM Express Portfolio™. 
All of these xSeries and storage products offer
Express models, specifically designed and
optimized for mid-sized businesses. They’re
easy to install. Easy to manage. And easy on
the checkbook.

And if you’re reticent about the move to 64-bit,
relax. Xtended Design Architecture actually
enhances all of the 32-bit apps you use right
now. These servers and storage units are
designed with one thing in mind — you. 

It’s an exciting story. You need to learn more
at ibm.com/eserver/64reasons

2
THE AFFORDABLE
X226.

1
THE EXPANDABLE
X236.

3
THE HIGHLY DENSE
X336.

5
THE DS300 FOR 
AFFORDABLE STORAGE.

6
THE DS400 FOR
SCALABLE STORAGE.

4
THE MISSION-CRITICAL
X346.

1Terabyte equals one trillion bytes when referring to total disk drive capacity. Accessible capacity may be less. IBM, eServer, the eServer logo, IBM Express Portfolio, TotalStorage,
xSeries and Xtended Design Architecture are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
Intel, Intel Inside, the Intel Inside logo and Intel Xeon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. Other
company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. ©2005 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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TheHub

When You Think Storage,

Think LaCie

• OPTICAL, HARD AND TAPE DRIVES • UP TO 1TB HARD DRIVE STORAGE • TRIPLE INTERFACE CONNECTIVITY

Ethernet Disk Mini Attach directly to 
your USB 2.0 system for 250GB of extra
storage or connect to your Ethernet LAN 
for instant file sharing.
$299 250GB #5639081

d2 SATA Hard Drive Get SCSI-caliber 
performance at at a fraction of the cost. 
Enjoy the fastest transfer rates available 
from an external drive–up to 150MB/sec.
Starting at $335.95 250GB #5363134 

Biggest F800 Disk Store and backup 
everything with this plug-and-play 1TB RAID
array. Connect directly to PCs and Macs using
the dual USB 2.0 and FireWire 800 interfaces.
$1499 #5616939

60" Fit Station w/Accessories
BASIC UNIT STARTING AT $349

AS SHOWN $1850

Elevate
$2499

36" Anthro Cart w/Accessories
STARTING AT $379
AS SHOWN $850

Laptop Storage Cart
30-UNIT $2199
20-UNIT $1629

If you’re looking for flexible, modular computer furniture with a 

Lifetime Warranty, Anthro has what you need. Office furniture, computer

desks, electronic workbenches, computer and printer carts–Anthro

designs them all with ergonomics in mind. Mix and match units and

accessories to create a custom solution to fit your specific needs. All

Anthro products are backed by lifetime warranties and shipped fully

assembled or with easy-to-follow assembly instructions and all the 

necessary tools.

Furniture for Technology

®
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BayStack 5510-48T Gigabit Switch 
• 48 Gigabit ports • 160Gps switch fabric for wire-speed operation
with no packet loss • 2 open SP GBIC uplink ports • Built-in stacking
ports for plug-and-play operation • Hardware-based Layer 3 routing •
QoS support • Unique FAST stacking design supports optimal data
flow across the stack using a shortest path algorithm instead of the
usual ring architecture • Maximum resiliency for critical applications

ONLY $4499
#5554053

When it comes to Gigabit ports, the denser the better. Nortel's

BayStack 5510-48T has the highest port density available: 

48 autosensing 10/100/1000 ports, stackable up to 8 units for a

total of 384 Gigabit ports. Now that's when dense is really smart!

Being dense is not necessarily a bad thing.

Kingston Safeguards Your Data.
Get unprecedented security with DataTraveler Elite.

Don’t compromise corporate data. Trust the USB
Flash drive that offers airtight security Kingston’s
DataTraveler® Elite. It combines 128-bit AES,
hardware-based encryption with TravelerSafe+
software for dual-level security that protects even
the most confidential data.

To learn more about the ultra-secure DataTraveler Elite, download a free
copy of the DataTraveler Security and Performance White Paper at
kingston.com/digitalmedia.

free technical support  | five-year warranty

© 2005 Kingston Technology Company, Inc. 17600 Newhope Street, Fountain Valley, CA
92708 USA (714) 435-2600 All rights reserved. All trademarks and registered trademarks
are the property of their respective owners.

Starting at $39.95 256MB  #5409024



TheHub
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SMART SOLUTIONS TO YOUR NETWORK PUZZLE

The industry’s first portfolio that is engineered for secure, wire-speed
delivery of concurrent data, voice, and video services.

Cisco 1800 Series Router
Best-in class architecture
designed to deliver 
reliable, secure, concurrent
services to small- and 
medium-size businesses.
#5421251 $1879

Cisco 2800 Series Router
Delivering wire-speed data,
voice, and video services to
meet the expanding needs
of small- and medium-size
offices and enterprises.
#5421234 $3595

Cisco 3800 Series Router
Providing the performance
and availability required for
security, network analysis,
and Web applications in
enterprise environments.
#5421218 $8195

INTRODUCING CISCO INTEGRATED SERVICES ROUTERS

250GB  #5411204  $229.95
200GB  #5529552  239.95
300GB  #5421779  249.95
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GET PROFESSIONAL 
POWER AND SECURITY

®

Today’s high-performance computers need a more powerful, more productive 

operating system. That’s Microsoft Windows XP Professional: designed to take full

advantage of  your workstations and servers, mobile computing, the Internet, and

multimedia. And with the new Service Pack 2, your PC is protected against viruses,

hackers and worms by Microsoft’s advanced security technologies.  Get all the power

your system was designed to deliver: upgrade to Windows XP Pro now.

Microsoft Windows XP Professional Edition
• Built-in support for high-performance systems • Support for wireless 802.1x • Policy-based
Desktop Management • Integration with Microsoft Windows servers • Easy data migration from an
old computer to a new one • Multi-language support • Automatic, transparent data encryption

Open Value Windows XP Pro Upgrade License w/Software Assistance
$104.95 #431331 (Open Value License Year 1 of 3)

SAVE WITH VOLUME LICENSING STARTING AT 5 USERS!

HP ProCurve Delivers up to 59% Lower TCO than Cisco or 3Com

According to a recent report by InforTek Research, a 220-user
ProCurve Gigabit network costs 59% less to operate than the
same Cisco network and nearly 48% less than 3Com’s Gigabit
solution. This report also revealed that the TCO for the same
220-user ProCurve Gigabit network came in at a 44% lower TCO
than a Cisco 10/100 network (30% lower than 3Com 10/100).
That means ProCurve delivers 10 times the performance for a
little more than half the cost of Cisco.

Learn more at www.pcconnection.com/ProCurve

For small and medium businesses looking to minimize operational expenses, the TCO-friendly HP ProCurve line
of Gigabit networking solutions offers something Cisco and 3Com can’t: Less — as much as 59% less expense.



FITS LIKE A GLOVE The on-demand or utility
computing model is ideally suited to the small- and
medium-sized business (SMB) market, according to
Gartner, Inc. Analyst Bruce Caldwell. Features that make
the model a great fit for SMB include:
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LEARN THE LINGO 
Autonomic computing:
Invented by IBM, this is 
the idea that computer
systems should be “self-
aware” and able to repair,
reconfigure, protect, and
reallocate themselves.

Clusters: Groups of
computer systems
tied together to 
act as a single
computing unit.
Grid computing: A
form of networking
that harnesses
unused processing
cycles of all

computers in a network 
for solving problems too
intensive for any one 
machine. Grid computing 
is largely used today as an
inexpensive alternative to
supercomputers for research
and scientific projects.
Pay as you go: The concept of
paying for computing power
on a metered basis (as with 
an electrical or water utility)
rather than simply buying 
a piece of hardware and 
a software license.
Virtualization: The act of
pooling servers or storage 
into a larger “virtual” resource.
Rather than knowing exactly
which machine or hard drive
will be used, users simply
request enough space and
computing power from the
pool to perform a given task.
The goal is to increase
utilization levels and 
reduce costs.

■ Responsive: Sense changes and
respond quickly

■ Variable: Adaptable cost structure
to reduce risk

Characteristics of an On-Demand Business
■ Focused: Core competencies;

strategic partner outsourcing
■ Resilient: Protect against

threats; 24x7 operations Source: IBM

On-Demand
Computing

SNAPSHOT LAUREN GIBBONS PAUL

The Skinny On-demand computing refers to the
concept of tapping into a network of powerful Unix,
Linux, or mainframe computers for as-you-need-it
computing power. The on-demand model lets
companies avoid purchasing big-iron computer
systems they don’t need to use all the time.

A New Twist Like so many
phenomena in the world of
technology, on-demand
computing is simply an old
concept with a new twist.
According to Forrester
Research Inc., capacity on
demand (COD) and “time-
sharing” go back to the 1970s
when companies would pay a
service bureau every month
for each second of central
processing unit (CPU)
resources consumed.

The Players
IBM is leading the charge, but they’re not alone in
embracing the on-demand model. Others include
Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, EMC,
and Computer Associates.

■ Predictable, flexible costs
■ Short and simple contracts
■ Reduced or eliminated

capital expenditure

■ Lowered operating costs
■ Improved service to 

end users 
■ Pay-as-you-go pricing
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BE FEARLESS.

Symantec and the Symantec logo are U.S. registered trademarks of Symantec Corporation. Copyright © 2005 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved.

We live in an age where fearless thinkers are transforming the way we live, work 
and play. Organizations are realizing that the true power of their information is 
unleashed only when it is readily available, not safely locked away. Business 
leaders are learning that success comes from  letting their people do what they do 
best—wherever, whenever and however. That having to choose between protecting 
information and making it available is a choice from the past. That real security is an 
open door, not a closed one. That when information has no limits, followers become 
leaders and leaders become pioneers. This is the new world. And in this world, the 
ones who are fearless are the ones who will lead. Will you be among them?

ODE TO
THE FEARLESS.

www.information-integrity.com/ode
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small form factor

ultra-slim desktop

STARTING AT $799

Just one more reason HP dc7100 series desktops
are the first choice of businesses looking for the
most stable, versatile, secure PCs available.

• Longer lifecycles: targeted for 15 months

• Common BIOS for the life of the series

• Three chassis options: ultraslim, small 
form factor, and convertible minitower

• Common motherboards between small 
form factor and minitower machines

• 3-year on-site next-business-day warranty 
with 24/7x365 phone support

• Global configurations available for 
worldwide deployments

• Altiris Local Recovery automatic 
data-backup system

• Tool-free component access 
and removal

• Intel 915G chipset with 
Intel Pentium 4 Processors

Call today to find out how dc7100 series desktops’
image stability, long lifecycles, and common 
components simplify rollouts and maintenance,
while dramatically reducing your total 
cost of ownership.

Convertible minitower:
Quickly switch between vertical 
and horizontal orientation


